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The ever-increasing availability and variety of resources to create physical computing systems keep attracting electronics hobbyists and do-it-yourself enthusiasts. Nevertheless, the prototyping and development of these systems are still challenging to the novices. In this paper, we propose a tool (built on top of the Jupyter computational notebook) as a way for supporting step-by-step assisted learning and knowledge sharing. We extended the Jupyter notebook functionalities and implemented a custom-tailed kernel to seamlessly enable the interaction between the end-user web interface and the Arduino boards. We consider that this approach can effectively support physical computing novices in understanding, writing, and executing the code while empowering them to document and share the development steps they followed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Arduino is a well-known, widely-adopted physical computing platform. It is very popular among do-it-yourself (DIY) enthusiasts and has encouraged end-user developers from diverse disciplines to create physical computing artifacts. However, getting started in the development of this kind of projects remains challenging for novices: they must learn and apply both programming and electronics concepts while developing an understanding of the relationship between the software and hardware of their systems [2].

The process of going from schematics and code posted on the web to a functional physical computing artifact is fraught with pitfalls, and step-by-step tutorials can lead users to perform actions without fully understanding their intention [14]. Consequently, custom coding tools and knowledge sharing mechanisms, able to provide in-context guidance during the construction process while educating in good practice, have been raised as an essential means to empower amateurs and hobbyists to become designers and producers [7, 10].

Furthermore, these coding tools and knowledge sharing mechanisms need to consider novices just-in-time designs and assist them in making and documenting their modifications iteratively [3]. In this scenario, we observed that in the field of data science, computational notebooks are a widely-used tool that enables data scientists to accurately document, execute, and share the steps of their analyses in an exploratory and iterative manner. They support the
consolidation and sharing of computational narratives by consolidating text, executable code, and visualizations in a single document [9].

The contribution of this work is in providing a tool that extends the current computational notebooks’ capabilities to support novice programmers in becoming proficient in coding and executing physical computing systems while empowering them to document and share the steps they followed. To that end, we developed two artifacts on top of the JupyterLab computational notebook: (i) an extension with new features and custom end-user interface components; and (ii) a custom-tailored kernel (Kernelino) that allowed a seamless interaction between an Arduino board and a computational notebook.

2 RELATED WORKS

Numerous tools have been proposed to enable rapid prototyping of physical computing systems. The following are some software-based tools aimed at supporting novice developers.

Inspired by test-driven development practices in Software Engineering, in [14] the authors present a test-driven physical computing tutorials. These tutorials include interactive tests on each step, requiring the user to verify wiring, electronics, code, or their own knowledge before they can proceed to subsequent steps. According to the authors, an important area for future work is to examine how to support authors in creating test-driven tutorials. They suggest that there may be advantages in enabling tutorial users, or their peers, to create tests as well, with the intent of promoting a deeper reflection and understanding of the tutorial content.

By adopting a Generative Design approach, Anderson et al. [1] introduce TAC (Trigger-Action-Circuits), a system supporting novice users in the design and assembly of functional electronic devices. It generates circuitry, firmware, and assembly instructions from a user’s high-level description of the desired functionality. Following assembly, the user may inspect the code to gain an understanding of the underlying program. As the authors acknowledge, while this tool can generate circuits and software, neither the code nor the generated diagram is suitable for learnability. Additionally, as the circuit and software generation is an automated process, it isolates the user from how the circuit works.

In [4], the authors present a general-purpose conversational programming system to support makers in building a physical computing prototype. It guides users during hardware assembly by providing additional information on requests or by interactively presenting the assembly steps to build a circuit. The user can program and execute code in real-time on their Arduino platform without having to write any code, but instead by using commands triggered by voice or text via chat. Authors state that vocal commands reduce the cognitive load needed to focus on two different tasks: programming and assembling hardware.

Our proposal differs from the previously described works in two main respects. On the one hand, since we aim to help novices become proficient in coding and implementing physical computing systems, our tool is not intended to isolate novices from the code, provide higher-levels of abstraction, or automate code-generation. On the contrary, we are motivated by the idea that becoming familiar with existing code and understanding its implicit problem-solving strategy (thanks to a rich surrounding context) leads to learning better ways to code, access superior knowledge, and expand the culture and practices of DIY [12, 13]. On the other hand, besides providing in-context guidance to the novices through the implementation process, our proposal focuses on empowering them to document and share the steps they followed when developing their physical computing systems. Therefore, by relying on a widely-adopted end-user-oriented platform, our goal is to overcome the reported lack of tools to document the novice’s work [5], and as currently occurs in the field of Data Science, allow them to record, share, and reproduce the development process easily.
3 COMPUTATIONAL NOTEBOOKS

Computational notebooks have emerged as a mean to support the construction and sharing of computational narratives by enabling data analysts to arrange code, visualizations, and text in a computational narrative [9, 11]. They are based on cells containing rich text or executable code that generates results or visualizations. These cells are linearly arranged but can be reorganized, reshuffled, and executed multiple times in any order. Among the currently available computational notebooks, Project Jupyter is one of the most widely used platforms [6], it is a popular open-source computational notebook that relies on open standards and enables users to combine code, visualizations, and text in a single document whose underlying structure is JSON.

Technically speaking, the term computational notebooks commonly refer at the same time to the interactive literate programming documents and to the software platform to execute them [8]. The computational notebooks platform consists of: a kernel that runs the code cells in a particular programming language and returns the corresponding output to the user; and an interactive computing protocol that standardizes and manages the communication between the notebook documents and the kernels. A kernel for its part is a “computational engine” that executes the code contained in the code cells of a Notebook document. When the notebook document is executed, the kernel performs the computation and produces the results.

Additionally, a notebook document consists of a JSON document containing text, source code, rich media output, and metadata. At the highest level, a notebook is a dictionary with a few keys: metadata (dict), nbformat (int), nbformat_minor (int), and cells (list). There are two types of cell types; markdown cells and code cells. The former ones contain source code in the document’s associated kernel language and a list of outputs associated with executing that code. In short, a notebook document consists of a file with descriptive text cells interleaved with executable code cells.

Finally, JupyterLab is a next-generation web-based user interface for Project Jupyter. It is extensible and modular. Hence, it allows developers to write plugins that add new components and integrate with existing ones. In this manner, as described below, an extension comprises one or more plugins that extend JupyterLab.

4 JUPYTERLAB + ARDUINO

To achieve the integration between a computational notebook and an Arduino board, we developed a tool composed of two software artifacts. A JupyterLab plugin adds new features and customizes the end-user interface, and a custom tailored-kernel (the Kernelino) enables the integration between the board and the computational notebook. We discuss each of these artifacts in turn. Furthermore, Figure 1 provides an overview of the implemented architecture components.

![Fig. 1. Overview of the implemented architecture components](image)

4.1 JupyterLab Extension

The JupyterLab application is comprised of a core application object and a set of extensions. These extensions provide nearly every function in JupyterLab, including document editors and viewers, code consoles, terminals, themes, the file browser, and settings editor. Extensions even provide more fundamental parts of the application, such as the menu system, status bar, and the server’s underlying communication mechanism. Through the extensions, developers can
customize or enhance any part of JupyterLab, including new themes, file editors, and custom components. In sum, JupyterLab extensions add features to the user experience. Furthermore, an extension contains one or more plugins that extend JupyterLab.

In our tool, we took advantage of the JupyterLab modular design and implemented an extension to add the following features:

- **Launch a custom Arduino notebook document**: as shown in Figure 2, once Jupyter is deployed, the JupyterLab web interface now gives the users the option to launch an Arduino notebook document. Such Arduino notebook document is linked by default with the *Kernelino* (described later in this section), who manages all the code cells execution requests and retrieves their corresponding output.

- **Select on which board to execute a notebook document**: as illustrated in Figure 2, once created a new Arduino notebook document, the tool lets the user choose on which board to execute the code cells. This selection is mandatory, and all the run buttons in the code cells remain disabled until the user selects the Arduino board and the custom-tailored kernel achieves the connection. As also shown in Figure 2, the button to choose the board is in the right upper corner of the document. When successfully connected, the label changes from “Board” to the board’s model name (“Arduino Yun” in this case).

- **Extend the default notebook’s code cells to map the Arduino’s sketch structure**: Users can indicate on each code cell whether the code on it belongs to the *setup* or *loop* methods or a custom method. We implemented this feature by extending the default cell footer, adding radio buttons where the users can specify the respective method, as shown in Figure 3.

- **Generate and export all the code cells as an Arduino file (.ino)**: When the user executes a code cell for the first time, the *Kernelino* creates and saves an Arduino sketch file. After this, as the user runs a code cell, the tool modifies the sketch adding the corresponding code in the indicated method. In this manner, the development of physical computing becomes incremental. As the user advances through the documentation and executes the cells, the sketch grows. This strategy enables to document and run the code very accurately. A user might write an explanation or add images or figures for every single line of code, as shown in Figure 3. Additionally, users are free to save and share either the notebook document from which an Arduino sketch can be wholly reconstructed or just the sketch file.

- **Modify the underlying notebook’s JSON file**: In line with the newly added functionalities, we modified the notebook’s underlying JSON schema to model the method to which each code cell belongs. When the user saves the notebook document, a new field is added into the JSON dictionary representing a code cell. Naturally, this modification persists for the next time the user works on the document.
It is essential to highlight that these new functionalities integrate with the standard JupyterLab features. Consequently, as shown in Figure 3, the physical computing development gets incremental and is enriched with various types of surrounding contextual information (as might be diagrams, links, photos, links, and videos). Additionally, the development process can be easily captured and shared through a format that combines executable code and documentation in a platform that supports the reconstruction of the whole implementation steps.

4.2 Jupyter Kernelino

As illustrated in Figure 1, the Kernelino is a custom-tailored kernel that behaves as an intermediary between the Jupyter application and the Arduino board. It is accountable for: (i) Gathering the list of boards physically connected to the computer on which the computational notebook is running. (ii) If it does not exist, generating an Arduino sketch file every time the user executes a code cell. (iii) Injecting the code in the sketch’s right position, according to the cell’s method (setup, loop, or custom method). (iv) Compiling and executing the resulting sketch by invoking the Arduino command-line interface (CLI) corresponding command. (v) Retrieving the output from the Arduino CLI to the Jupyter application.

The implementation of the Kernelino required to integrate the messaging protocols of Jupyter with the Arduino CLI. However, since the messaging protocols are complex, writing a new kernel from scratch is not straightforward. For this reason, we used an interface provided by Jupyter to wrap kernel languages in Python. We subclassed ipykernel.kernelbase.Kernel and implemented the methods and attributes that forward the code from the Jupyter notebook to the Arduino CLI and retrieve the corresponding response. In short, the interface provided by Jupyter handles all the ZeroMQ (a high-performance asynchronous messaging library) sockets and communication mechanisms, making sure that the messages are correctly created and parsed for each type of request between the Jupyter notebook component and the Kernelino.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This article presented a tool to support novice programmers in the field of physical computing development. Specifically, we extended and added new capabilities to the current computational notebooks. By constructing and sharing computational narratives, developers who are approaching the first time physical computing development can fully understand the design and development process and, most importantly, become proficient with the coding and share their implementations with other novices. Future research concerns the evaluation of the tool with inexperienced students working in real-world physical computing projects. We will evaluate the tool’s usability and assess to what extent it effectively supports the novices helping them overcome the issues related to understanding the problem.
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